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　　Abstract　　The moist vortici ty vector(MVV), defined as(ζa× q v)/ ρint roduced by Gao et al.is used to study a heavy rainfall
event in North China.The MVV has zonal , meridional and vertical components in a three-dimensional f ramew ork.Analysis of domain-

mean and mass-integrated quant ities show s that the variation of the vert ical component of the MVV closely follow s the variat ion of the

cloud hyd rometeors, w ith a linear correlation coef ficient of 0.95 , indicat ing that the vertical componen t of the MVV is st rongly associated

w ith midlatitude convection.Further analysis show s that the vertical component of the M VV reflects the interact ion betw een the horizon-

t al vortici ty and the horizontal specifi c humidi ty gradient , which can associate dynamic and thermodynamic processes wi th cloud micro-
physical processes.Thus , this study can help to understand how the interaction betw een circulations and clouds aids the development of

convection , and the M VV can be used to t race the development and evolution of heavy rainfall.

　　Keywords:　moist vortici ty vector , heavy rainfall , modeling study.

　　Since potential vorticity (PV , defined as (ζa·

 θ)/ρ)was first int roduced by Ertel
[ 1]
, it has been

ex tensively used to study the genesis and evolution of

w eather sy stems for several decades
[ 2—9]

because of its

conservation in a frictionless adiabatic f low and its in-
vertibili ty in a balanced sy stem.In addition , it has
enhanced the understanding of the dominant physical

processes responsible for the fo rmation and grow th of

w eather sy stems.However , PV is not conserved

when diabatic heating occurs during the development

of convection.Bennetts et al.
[ 10]

took into account la-
tent heat and deduced the wet bulb po tential vo rt icity

equation.At the beginning of the 1990s , Wu et

al.
[ 11]

replaced potential temperature with equivalent

potential temperature and proved that moist po tential

vo rt icity (MPV , defined as (ζa· θe)/ρ)is con-
served in moist adiabatic processes.They also pro-
posed the theory of slantwise vo rticity development ,
which has considerable applicat ion in analyzing meso-

scale rainstorms
[ 12—17]

.By using M PV , researchers
have successfully revealed some impo rtant phenomena

and facts
[ 18—22]

.

However , there are some inconveniences associ-

ated wi th the nature of PV in some kinds of practical

applications.Gao et al.
[ 23]

demonst rated that dry and

moist PV cannot be applied to their analysis of two-
dimensional (2-D)simulation data since it could be
zero for a 2-D equato rial circulation.Fo r deep convec-
tion systems , the o rientation of equivalent potent ial
temperature g radient is almost ho rizontal due to the

apparent slant of moist isentropic surfaces;scalar
product of the absolute vortici ty vector and the equiv-
alent potential temperature g radient is a lit tle w eak ,
which makes analysis w ith M PV a lit tle dif ficul t.To

solve this problem , Gao et al.
[ 23—25]

int roduced tw o

new vorticity vecto rs based on the definition of MPV.
One is the convective vorticity vector (CVV , defined
as(ζa× θe)/ρ), and the other is the moist vo rtici-
ty vector(MVV , def ined as(ζa× qv)/ρ).They
applied the two vectors to the study of t ropical con-
vective sy stems by using 2-D and 3-D cloud-resolving
models and obtained valuable results , show ing that

variations of the vert ical components of CVV and

MVV follow the variation of the sum of the cloud hy-
drometeor mix ing ratios w ith very high linear co rrela-
tion coef ficients.Their studies show ed that the vert i-
cal components of CVV and MVV are closely associ-



ated w ith tropical convection.

The CVV and MVV have thei r unique features

that can associate dynamic and thermodynamic pro-
cesses w ith cloud microphysical processes in tropical

convection.Then a question to be answ ered is:what
is the performance of the CVV and MVV in o ther re-
gions except in tropics , fo r example , in the midlati-

tude reg ion ?Cui et al.
[ 26]

used the CVV to study the

development and movement of meso-scale rainsto rms
in the Jiang-Huai valley of China and found that the
distributions of the vertical component of the CVV

match the vertical motions and cloud hydrometeo rs

very w ell and may be a useful diagnostic tool for mid-
latitude convection.However , t ill now , few studies

have been devoted to the MVV except for Gao et

al
[ 24 , 25]

.The MVV may also be a useful tool for mid-
latitude convection.So the questions to be answered
are:What does the 3-D MVV look like in the midlat-
itudes ?What is the relationship between the MVV

and the rainfall ? Is the 3-D MVV , especially its ver-
tical component , useful for the analy sis of develop-
ment and movement of heavy rainfalls in the midlati-
tudes ?

In this study , a heavy rainfall event that oc-
curred in North China on 12 —13 August 2004 is sim-
ulated by the advanced regional predict ion system

ARPS model , and the high-resolution output data

from the simulat ion is used to analy ze the relation be-
tween MVV and deep convection.

1　Moist vorticity vector(MVV)

Gao et al.
[ 24]

defined a moist vorticity vecto r as

M =
ζa × qv
ρ

(1)

where ζa= ×V+2Ψis the absolute vorticity , qv
is the specific humidity , and ρis the moist air densi-
ty.The MVV in Cartesian coordinates can be ex-
pressed by
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2Ψsinφ,  f =2Ψcosφ, and φis latitude.

From (2), the three components of the MVV
can be w rit ten as
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The MVV has three components:zonal (M x),
meridional(M y)and vertical (M z).M x represents

the interaction between meridional vo rticity and the

vertical g radient of specific humidity , and the covari-
ance betw een vertical vorticity and the meridional

g radient of specif ic humidi ty.My reflects the covari-
ance betw een vertical vortici ty and the zonal gradient

of specif ic humidity , and the covariance betw een zon-
al vorticity and the vertical gradient of specif ic humid-
ity.Mz is determined by the interaction between the

ho rizontal vortici ty and the horizontal specific humidi-
ty g radient.

In this study , to better understand the relation-
ship between MVV and midlati tude convection , ver-
tical mass-integ rated quantities are calculated.

For any tw o levels (z k+1 - z k), [ x ] =

∫
z
k+1

z
k

 ρxdz = ρ
(x)z

k+1
+(x)z

k

2
(z k+1 -z k)is used

to calculate mass integ ration of any variable x , the
mass-integ rated quantity is accumulated for all levels ,
and  ρis the mean air density.

The components M x , My , Mz and the sum of

the cloud hydrometeor mixing ratios(i.e.qc , qr , qi ,
qs , qh , the mixing ratios of cloud w ater (small cloud

droplets), raindrops , cloud ice (small ice crystals),
snow and hail , respectively)were calculated by using
the simulation data.The mass integrat ion [ M x ] ,
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[ My] , [ Mz ] , [ MPV ] , and [ qc+qr+qi+qs+qh]
(where [ ] is a mass integ ration)were calculated f rom
250 to 20500 m.

2　Overview of the heavy rainfall event

A heavy rainfall event that occurred in North

China on 12 —13 August 2004 , was caused mainly by
the interact ion between the w estern Pacific subtropi-
cal high and weak cold air.Fig.1(a)show s that a
N E-SW oriented rain belt w ith three main centers

covered most parts of Hebei Province , Shanxi

Province , Beijing M unicipality , and Tianjin Munici-
pality .The first rainfall center (133.2 mm)was lo-
cated at Yuanshi (37.75°N , 114.53°E), in the

southwest of Hebei Province;the second one (107.2
mm)was in Taigu area (37.41°N , 112.58°E), in
the middle of Shanxi Province;and the third one

(68.7 mm)was in Tanggu area(39°N , 117.71°E).
There are 29 standard rain gauge observat ions exceed-
ing 50 mm , and five exceeding 100 mm in North

China during this event.

Fig.1.　Observed(a)and simulated(b)rainfall(unit s:mm)f rom 00UTC 12 to 00UTC 13 August 2004(contours:5 , 10 , 25 , 50 , 60 , 70 , 100
mm).

　　At 00 UTC 12 August 2004 , a short-wave w est-
erly t rough w ith evident cold ai r advection appeared

to the east of Baikal area at 500 hPa level (not
show n), and another ENE-WSW oriented w esterly

trough w as passing across northern Inner M ongolia.
These tw o ladder-shaped troughs made cold ai r con-
tinuously int rude into North China.The subtropical
high extended w estw ard and northward to cover most

parts of Shandong Province because a typhoon w as lo-
cated just over the open ocean to the northeast of Tai-
wan Province.The south of North China w as situated
under the no rthw est edge of the subtropical high and

an air f low convergence zone formed there.An NE-
SW oriented shear line wi th an embedded meso-scale
low ex tended from the north of Shanxi Province

through Beijing Municipality into Liaoning Province

at 850 hPa level , which moved southw ard over the

next 12 hours.Furthermore , a surface cold f ront

moved slow ly from the north to the south.The above
conditions wo rked together to provide favorable envi-
ronmental conditions for the formation of the heavy

rainfall.

3　Model and verification

3.1 　Brief int roduction of the numerical model and
experimental design

The numerical model used in this study is the ad-

vanced regional prediction system (ARPS)
[ 27]

devel-
oped at the Center for Analysis and Prediction of

Storms(CAPS), University of Oklahoma.It is a
mul ti-scale non-hydrostatic compressible predict ion

system formulated in generalized terrain-follow ing co-
ordinates , which mainly focuses on meso-scale and

sto rm-scale w eather sy stems.In this study , the sim-
ulated domain is centered at (40.0°N , 115°E)and
has 91×91 grids wi th a horizontal g rid distance of 27
km.In the vertical , it consists of 43 sigma-z levels ,
w ith a minimum thickness layer of about 20 m near

the surface and vertically st retched grids extending to

model tops at height about 20 km.In the experi-
ment , the full physics mode of ARPS is used , includ-
ing a tw o-layer soil-vegetation model , 1.5 o rder

TKE-based subgrid-scale turbulence , PBL parameter-
izations , Lin et al.(1983)ice microphysics , Kain-
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Fritsch convective parameterization scheme , and full
long- and short-wave radiation.A 24 h simulation

w as made , starting f rom the 1-deg ree NCEP global

real-time analysis data at 00 UTC 12 August 2004 ,
and using 6-hourly analyses f rom the same data set fo r

lateral boundary conditions.

3.2　Verification of results

F ig .1 show s the simulated 24 h accumulated

rainfall and the co rresponding observation.The simu-
lation and the observation match very w ell except that

the location of the simulated NE-SW oriented rainfall

area is shif ted a lit tle to the south.The simulated
first rainfall center is about 130 mm and the coverage

of 100 mm is a lit tle larger than the observed one.As
to the other tw o simulated rainfall centers , one is 75
mm , which is a lit tle smaller than the observed;and
the other is quite similar to the observation.

Comparison of the 6 h accumulated rainfall be-
tw een the simulations and the co rresponding observa-
tions show s that the heavy rainfall was reproduced

well by the model(Fig.2).The simulated positions ,
t iming and amounts of precipitat ion are all in good a-
greement wi th the observed ones.Therefo re , the
model can capture the evolution of weather sy stems

and can reflect the activities of meso-scale convective
systems.

Fig.2.　Comparison between observed(solid line)and simulated(shaded)6 h accumulated rainfall(unit s:mm).(a)00-06UTC 12 August;(b)
06-12UTC 12 August;(c)12-18UTC 12 August;(d)18 UTC 12 August to 00 UTC 13 August(contours:1 , 10 , 25 , 40 , 50 , 75 mm).

　　From the comparison of the synopt ic pattern

(no t shown), we can find that the typhoon , the
w esterly t rough , the shear line at low levels and thei r

evolutions were all simulated successfully by the

ARPS model.The model did reproduce the heavy

rainfall and further analysis will be carried out based

on the simulated data.

4　Diagnostic analysis of the MVV

Although Mz is smaller than the ho rizontal com-

ponents , Gao et al.
[ 24 , 25]

found that M z is closely re-
lated wi th cloud hydrometeors and play s an important

role in t ropical convective activities.Therefore , the
M z is mainly discussed here.
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4.1　Horizontal dist ribution of the vert ical compo-
nent of the MVV

Fig .3 show s the dist ributions of the simulated
Mz , the sum of mix ing ratios of cloud hydrometeo rs

and the vertical velocity at 04 UTC and 11 UTC Au-
gust 12 , respectively.It can be seen that a no rtheast-
southw est oriented high values region of Mz with

three main centers existed in No rth China at 850 hPa

level at 04 UTC August 12 (Fig.3(a)).It is inter-
esting to see that the region of high Mz well corre-
sponded wi th the sum of mixing ratios of cloud hy-
drometeo rs , which w as also a region of upw ard mo-

tion providing favo rable condi tions for cloud develop-
ment , and hence fo r rainfall (Fig.3(c)).From
hourly evolutions of the Mz and the sum of mixing ra-
tios of cloud hydrometeors , the high values of the Mz

matched to cloud hydrometeors as w ell as upw ard mo-
tion at all time(no t show n).At 11 UTC 12 August ,
cloud hydrometeors moved southw ard and st retched

westward , w ith the high values of Mz follow ing the

variation of cloud hydrometeors and agreeing w ell

w ith the upw ard mo tion (Fig .3(b), 3(d)).This
clearly demonstrates that the shif t and development of

M z is consistent w ith cloud hydrometeors.

Fig.3.　Simulated Mz at 850 hPa(solid line in(a)and(b), unit:10
-11

m
2·s-1·kg -1), vertical veloci ty at 500 hPa(solid line in(c)and(d),

uni t:10-2 m/ s), and the sum of mixing ratios of cloud hydrometeors(shaded is lager than 1×10-1 g·kg -1 , (a)and(b)at 850 hPa , (c)and(d)
at 500 hPa).(a)and(c)at 04UTC 12 August;(b)and(d)at 11 UTC 12 August.

4.2　Relationship between the mass-integ rated verti-
cal component of the MVV and cloud hydrometeors

From the above analy ses , we can find that Mz is

closely associated w ith cloud hydrometeors and up-
ward motion , and so Mz can be regarded as a cloud-
linked parameter.Then the mass-integ rated Mz

should have better relations with cloud hydrometeo rs

and the rainfall.Therefore , the mass-integrat ion of
these variables w ill be discussed as follow s.

Fig.4 gives the distribut ions of the simulated

mass-integ rated Mz and the sum of mixing rat ios of

cloud hydrometeors at the same time covered in Fig.
3.Compared w ith Fig.3 , the Mz corresponded w ell

w ith the cloud hydrometeors in Fig .4.For example ,
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the distribution of Mz is more regular in Fig .4(b),
w ith only one main high value center rather than

three centers in Fig.3(b).Also , the Mz g radient

signif icantly enhanced , with the high values of Mz

corresponding bet ter w ith the sum of the cloud hy-
drometeo r mix ing ratios.The cloud hydrometeo rs

w ere mainly concentrated in the vicinity of high val-
ues of M z and large Mz gradient.Because cloud hy-

drometeors direct ly associate wi th rainfall , the Mz

should correspond w ith surface rainfall , which can be
proved from Fig.5.The distribution of the 6 h time-
averaged and mass-integ rated M z(Fig.5(a))and the
corresponding 6 h rain gauge observations (Fig.5
(b))was very similar , indicating that Mz is st rongly

associated w ith the rain field.

Fig.4.　Mass-integrated Mz(solid line , uni t:10
-7
s
-1)and the sum of mixing ratios of cloud hydrometeors(shaded , unit:10-1 kg·m -2).(a)

04 UTC 12 August;(b)11 UTC 12 August.

Fig.5.　Mass-integrated Mz((a), uni t:10
-7
s
-1)and the corresponding observed rainfall((b), unit:mm)f rom 12 UTC 12 August to 18 UTC

12 August.

　　To further illust rate the development and evolu-
tion relat ionship between Mz and surface rainfall , a
time series of longitudinal cross-sections of [ Mz] and
the corresponding 1 h accumulated rainfall along

115.5°E was g iven.It can be seen that their distribu-
tions are very similar in time and space (Fig.6).
Both have tw o main high value centers , but the oc-
currence time of the high value centers is somewhat

different.This can probably be at tributed to the de-

velopment of clouds and the rainfall not being com-
pletely in phase.As a matter of fact , clouds of ten de-
velop prior to rainfall , which can explain why M z is

highly co rrelated with cloud hydrometeors but not

completely in phase w ith clouds development.This
suggests that M z matches very well w ith surface rain-

fall during development and evolution processes of

rainstorms.
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Fig.6.　Time series of longitudinal cross-sections of the Mz((a), unit s:10
-11m2·s-1·kg -1)and the corresponding 1 h observed rainfall((b), u-

ni ts:mm)along 115.5°E from 00 UTC 12 August to 00 UTC 13 August 200.

4.3 　Quantitative relation betw een components of

the MVV and cloud hydrometeors as well as precipi-
tation rate

In order to further understand the relationships

between components of the MVV and cloud hydrome-
teors as w ell as surface rainfall , the domain-mean and
mass-integrated linear correlation coeff icients betw een
them were calculated.The domain was selected f rom
35 to 40°N , 112 to 118°E(the pane as show n in Fig.
5(b)), where rainfall mainly occurred.It can be seen
that the figures of [ Mz] and [ qc+q r+q i+qs+qh]

are qui te similar (Fig.7(a)), w ith two peak values
and one vale v alue respectively.Also , the peak values
of cloud hydrometeors occurred earlier than M z ,
which is in ag reement w ith clouds usually developing

befo re rainfall.The linear correlation coeff icient be-
tween [ Mz ] and [ qc+q r+qi+qs+qh] is 0.95 , at
the 1% significance level , which show s that Mz is a

parameter highly linked w ith clouds and can directly

ref lect the development and evolution of surface rain-
fall.The linear correlation coefficient between [ Mz ]
and the precipitation rate is 0.47 , which also exceeds
the 2% significance level.This further proves the
above conclusion.[ M x] is negative and its variat ion
is out of phase with [ qc+q r +q i +qs +qh] , and
[ My] is mainly positive.The correlation coefficient
betw een [ M x] and [ qc+q r +qi +qs +qh] is only
-0.39 , and that between [ My] and [ qc+q r+q i+
qs+qh] is 0.41.Also , the variation of the precipita-

tion rate with t ime is very similar to the variation of

[ qc+q r+qi+qs +qh] , and their dist ributions are ,
on the w hole , in phase (Fig .7(b)), with their peak
values and vale values occurring almost at the same

t ime.Therefo re , the Mz is highly correlated w ith

cloud hydrometeors and can be used as a useful tool

fo r t racing the development and evolution of rainfalls.

Fig.7.　Time series of [ Mx] (unit s:10
-6
s
-1), [ My] (unit s:10

-6
s
-1), [ Mz] (unit s:10

-8
s
-1)and [ qc+q r+qi+qs+qh] (unit s:10

-1

kg·m-2)(a)and precipitation rate(10-4 kg·m-2s-1)(b)over the area of 35—40°N , 112—118°E.(The abscissa is UTC time.In(a), the lef t
axis labels [ M

z
] , [ M

y
] and [ q

c
+q

r
+q

i
+q

s
+q

h
] , and the right axis labels [ M

x
] ).
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　　In addi tion , the linear correlation coefficient be-
tween [MPV] and [ qc+q r+q i+qs +qh] is 0.47 ,
and that betw een [MPV] and precipitation rate is on-
ly -0.27 , which is low er than that between Mz and

cloud hydrometeo rs.Therefore , the M z has some ad-
vantages in studying the rainfall area.

5　Physical meaning of the MVV

From the above analy ses , we can find that Mz is

strongly correlated w ith the rainfall area and may be a

good indicato r for t racing midlatitude convective rain-
storms.A question then arises:why do they have

such a good relation ? The phy sical meaning of the
MVV can help understand this , and so M z will be

discussed from its fo rmula.

In Eq.(3c), Mz can be broken into two parts:

Mz 1=
1
ρ
 w
 y
-
 v
 z

 qv
 y

and Mz 2 =-
1
ρ
 u
 z
-

 w
 x
+ f

 qv
 x

.Because vertical velocities are smaller

than horizontal velocities and the horizontal scale is

much larger than the vertical scale , the terms
 w
 y

and  w
 x

are much smaller and can be neg lected.Fur-

thermore ,  f is about an order of magnitude smaller

than
 u
 z
-
 w
 x

, and so it is neglected fo r discus-

sion.Mz 1 may be w rit ten as Mz 1 =-
1
ρ
 v
 z
 qv
 y
,

where
 v
 z is the vertical shear of meridional wind as-

sociated w ith meridional secondary ci rculation and

 qv
 y is the meridional gradient of specific humidity.

Similarly , Mz 2=-
1
ρ
 u
 z
 qv
 x
, where

 u
 z

is the ver-

tical shear of zonal wind related w ith zonal secondary

circulat ion and
 qv
 x

is the zonal g radient of specific

humidity.Thus , the M z is a new phy sical variable

w hich couples horizontal wind vertical shear and the

horizontal specif ic humidity g radient and synthetically

reflects the variation of secondary ci rculation and the

horizontal specific humidity gradient during the devel-
opment of a system.

The secondary circulation is closely associated

w ith vertical motion during the development of heavy

rainfall , which is a di rect cloud producer.This ex-

plains w hy Mz is st rongly correlated w ith cloud hy-
drometeors.The secondary circulation is directly as-
sociated with the dynamic aspect of the convection ,
whereas the horizontal specific humidity gradients

term is related with the thermodynamic aspect of the

convect ion.Therefore , the Mz closely associates dy-
namic processes and thermodynamic processes w ith

cloud microphysical processes.Although cloud forma-
tion and development are directly determined by cloud

microphy sical processes , the dynamic and thermody-
namic processes determine cloud microphysical pro-
cesses and play an indirect role in the evolution of

convect ive systems.Thus , the Mz associates meso-
scale dynamic and thermodynamic processes w ith

cloud microphy sical processes and can be used to re-
veal the occurrence and development of precipitat ion

and then trace it.

6　Summary and discussion

In this study , the moist vorticity vector(MVV)
has been applied to the study of a heavy rainfall event

in North China with ARPS simulation data.In the
3D frame , the MVV has three components:zonal ,
meridional and vert ical components.The regions of
high values of the vertical component of the MVV

match well w ith the rainfall.

The vert ical component of the MVV represents

the interaction between horizontal vorticity and the

ho rizontal specific humidi ty gradient , which ref lects
the variation of secondary circulation and the horizon-
tal specific humidity g radient during the developing

processes of systems.Analysis of domain-mean and

mass-integ rated quanti ties show ed that the correlat ion
coef ficient betw een the vert ical component of the

MVV and the sum of cloud hydrometeor mixing ra-
tios w as 0.95 , which is significantly larger than that
betw een cloud hydrometeo rs and the corresponding

ho rizontal (zonal and meridional)components.The
linear co rrelation coefficient between cloud hydrome-
teors and the vertical component of the MVV is larger

than that between cloud hydrometeors and moist po-
tential vortici ty , which demonstrates that the vertical
component of the MVV is a good indicator for midlat-
itude convective rainstorms and can provide a better

tool for t racing the development and evolution of rain-
fall sy stems.

The results of this study have enlarged the po-
tential application of the MVV.In the study of Gao

et al.
[ 24 , 25]

, MVV was only used to study t ropical
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convective systems , and the performance of the MVV
in the midlatitudes w as not discussed.As known to
all , convective sy stems in t ropics and the midlatitudes
are very different , for example , the vapor g radient is
much more important than the temperature g radient

because the atmosphere is unable to sustain a large

temperature g radient in the t ropics , whereas the tem-
perature gradient is evident due to dry ai r associated

w ith the cold frontal systems in the midlatitudes.In
our study , North China is a semi-arid area , and the
temperature g radient in the vicinity of the f rontal sys-
tems is evident , but the vapo r gradient is mo re im-
po rtant for the formation of the rainsto rms.In fact ,
the contrast of dry ai r and moisture ai r is very evident

in the vicinity of rainfall area due to cont inual mois-
ture feeding and dry air associated w ith the cold

frontal sy stems , and so the specific humidi ty g radient
is very large.From the definition of the MVV , the
MVV is related w ith vapor gradient and can grasp the

signif icant dif ference between dry and moisture ai r

cluster in rainfall area.Therefore , MVV has move

advantages than M PV does in t racing rainfall in the

midlatitudes.

A brief inspection of the 3D MVV is given in

this paper , and its physical meaning and po tential ap-
plication in studying midlatitude convection are dis-
cussed.In future wo rk , the vertical component of the
MVV will be re-addressed in a more detailed contex t
and will be applied to more cases and observational

data.
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